Task 01

- Security criteria does not refer to an existing business asset.
- Security Criteria is a constraint of the business asset, not the system asset.
  
  “Availability of Game Storage”, “Availability of ERIS system”

- Ambiguous declaration of assets.
  
  “Confidentiality, integrity and availability of data”
  “Confidentiality”, “The data in the database”

- Improper business asset defined.
  
  “Creating a new game”, “Storage”, “Football Federation Employee”

- Keep it simple.
  
  “ERIS consists of some data components like game info, game report and game storage.”,
Task 02

- Consistency of the naming
  - Database vs Game storage
- All assets used in Task 02 must be listed in Task 01. Where is the connection between your scenario?
- Vulnerability is a characteristic of the system asset (from Table 1)
- Impact:
  - It negates security criteria (from Table 1)
  - Harms (at least) 1 business asset and harms (at least) 1 system asset
- Improper risk statement used. Does not fully clarify the needed risk components within the statement. Please formulate risk statement as follows: "Threat Agent" (uses) "Attack method" (because of) "vulnerability" (leading to) "impact".
Task 3

• “how this security risk is mitigated”
  • Risk reduction!!!

• Security requirements
  • Use criteria for “good” requirements!

Task 4

• Importance areas are not placed in the graphs